An Assessment of MJO Circulation Influence on Air–Sea Interactions for Improved Seasonal Rainfall Predictions over East Africa
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ABSTRACT

Rainfall variability affects agriculture planning and water resource management. In extreme flood and drought events, lives and property are destroyed. This study aims to improve East Africa’s seasonal rainfall prediction by determining the impact of the standard eight Real-time Multivariate Madden–Julian Oscillation (MJO) (RMM) phases on rainfall and using sea surface temperature (SST) response to test the predictability of the March–May (MAM) and October–December (OND) main rainfall seasons over a period of 33 years (1981–2013). Pearson correlation patterns, composite maps, and regression analyses were applied, and the Brier skill score (BSS) and correlation coefficients (CC) were utilized as validation metrics. Low correspondence of rainfall to MJO 1 and MJO 2 was observed except for the months of November and December. Seasonally, MAM and OND correlation patterns with MJO 2 revealed enhanced rainfall over the highlands and insignificant correspondence over coastal areas. Conversely, enhanced MJO 8 corresponded to suppressed rainfall during the June–August season over the coast and the eastern highlands. MAM rainfall was shown to be predictable using Maritime Continent SST indices, with a BSS of 0.41, while OND rainfall was shown to be predictable using Atlantic and Maritime Continent SSTs with a BSS of 0.62. Positive and negative MJO 2 corresponded, respectively, to enhanced and suppressed rainfall during the OND season and was confirmed to be related to, respectively, a positive and negative Indian Ocean dipole (IOD). An IOD year could possibly be triggered by changes in MJO 2 amplitudes observed as early peaks between February and June.

1. Introduction

Rainfall over East Africa is very variable in space and time and occurs during two main rainfall seasons [i.e., March–May (MAM) and October–December (OND)] in the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). Although MAM is the primary rainfall season upon which both water resource management and agricultural planning depend, predicting its variability remains a challenge, with extreme drought and flood events increasing impoverishment and causing economic setbacks. The MAM rainfall season experiences different teleconnections each month (Nicholson 2017). For example, a study by Camberlin and Philippon (2002) has found that spatial rainfall distributions in March and April differ from those in May.

Circulation patterns related to El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Philander et al. 1989) and Indian Ocean dipole (IOD) events (Saji et al. 1999; Webster et al. 1999) have been shown to affect rainfall in East Africa (Indeje et al. 2000; Ogallo 1988). Although these findings have predominantly been linked to OND rainfall, some have been associated with the MAM season.
(Camberlin and Philippon 2002). The 2010–11 La Niña dry spell affected both the MAM and OND rainfall season, but only the latter was predicted (Lyon and DeWitt 2012). In an earlier study on the influence of La Niña on African rainfall by Nicholson and Selato (2000), a dry spell was observed to be related to warm Indian and Atlantic Oceans. These basins have also been linked to the predictability of ENSO (Frauen and Dommenget 2012). On an interannual time scale, the mean sea level pressure (MSLP) and SST over these basins influence the MAM rainfall onset and cessation over East Africa (Camberlin and Okoola 2003). The cooling and warming over the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans are associated with high and low MSLP anomalies, respectively, which influence enhanced equatorial easterlies and surface divergence over East Africa.

Knowing the dominant source of moisture is essential in understanding rainfall variability. As the ITCZ passes over the equator, a large degree of moisture flux from the Indian Ocean to the Horn of Africa increases rainfall variability (Nicholson 1996). The general position of the ITCZ therefore influences the wetness or dryness over East Africa (Souverijns et al. 2016). According to a study by Nicholson (1996), the ITCZ’s movement is regulated by the strength of subtropical highs and the anomalous westerlies. Because the westerlies are associated with MJOs (Pohl and Camberlin 2006a), their interactions are of interest in understanding rainfall variability across the region. MJO is an intraseasonal oscillation with a time scale of 30–60 days; it originates in the Indian Ocean (Matthews 2004), propagating eastward at a speed of 5 m s$^{-1}$ (Madden and Julian 1994). Its circulations may explain intraseasonal weather and climate variations and are associated with convective activity over Africa, similar to the equatorial Rossby and Kelvin waves during monsoons (Matthews 2004). Real-time Multivariate MJO series (RMM1 and RMM2) describe MJO strength and the location of its convective center (Wheeler and Hendon 2004). They are derived from the first two empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of combined daily mean fields of outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) and 850- and 200-hPa zonal winds.

Although the relationship of MJO and rainfall over equatorial Africa has been studied (Berhane and Zaitchik 2014; Pohl and Camberlin 2006a; Wilson et al. 2013; Zaitchik 2017), as well as investigated operationally by Omeny et al. (2008), insufficient work has been undertaken regarding the impact of MJO for seasonal rainfall forecasting. This study aims to improve seasonal rainfall predictions over East Africa, by assessing the impact of MJO amplitudes on air–sea interactions (rainfall and SST) using monthly and seasonal time scales over a period of 33 years (1981–2013). Mean low level (850 hPa) wind patterns are utilized to qualitatively link ocean dynamics to rainfall variability. An annual stepwise regression prediction model for seasonal rainfall is developed based on the calculated SST indices related to MJOs. Time series and composite maps are employed to establish the MJO link to extreme rainfall events. Section 2 describes the data as well as the methods used for describing RMM’s spatial and temporal relationship to rainfall, for the determination of areas with highest variance in SSTs related to MJO forcing, for the development of a regression model of the extracted significant SSTs as seasonal rainfall predictors, and the evaluation of model skill. Section 3 provides the obtained results regarding MJO’s relationship to rainfall and SST, spatially and temporally, as well as the regression model output. The discussion and conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. Data and methods

The study area is situated in East Africa between 29° and 42°E and between 12°S and 5°N. The area comprises
five countries: Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Burundi, and Rwanda (Fig. 1). To the east, East Africa borders the Indian Ocean, which forms a source of moisture influx. Although there are two primary rainfall seasons, MAM and OND, a third season occurs, primarily over western Kenya and some parts of Uganda, during the southwest monsoon months between June and August (JJA). The latter enhances agricultural production and water resource sectors and is therefore also economically important to the region. In this study, although analysis included all seasons, improved prediction testing was applied to the primary rainfall seasons, as their prediction is most significant to agricultural practices and other applications. The MAM rainfall season experiences different teleconnections each month (Nicholson 2017). For example, spatial rainfall distribution in March and April differs from the May distribution (Camberlin and Philippon 2002). In this study, these differences are explored using monthly and seasonal time scales.

a. Data

Monthly rainfall data were obtained from the CHIRPS v2.0 dataset developed by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science Center and the University of California Santa Barbara Climate Hazards Group. In a study assessing satellite rainfall products using ground-based products over East Africa (Kimani et al. 2017), CHIRPS v2.0, TRMM-3B43, and CMORPH v1 displayed the best performance of the seven satellite precipitation products evaluated. However, all products exhibited systematic errors, which were predominantly locally induced and needed to be minimized before the product could be applied. CHIRPS was selected for this study based on its long climatology history, making it suitable for long-term application. To improve CHIRPS’ local rainfall representation, a Bayesian correction was applied, using the gridded data from an in situ rain gauge network (Kimani et al. 2018). Further assessment of CHIRPS’ performance relative to other products may be found in Toté et al. (2015).

Daily RMM amplitudes (Wheeler and Hendon 2004) were downloaded from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology website (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo/). The MJO magnitude’s impact on East African rainfall was assessed on both a monthly and seasonal scale, from which a seasonal rainfall prediction model was created for the MAM and OND seasons. The impact of MJO phases was assessed based on the sea surface response to MJO forcing. Zonal (U) and meridional (V) wind (m s\(^{-1}\)) components from ERA-Interim monthly means reanalysis model products (Dee et al. 2011) were used to determine the spatial wind patterns over East Africa monthly and seasonally. The atmospheric winds were all resampled using the nearest neighbor method at 0.05° spatial scale to be compatible with the bias-corrected CHIRPS data.

The terrain across the region is complex, comprising mountains reaching higher than 5000 m above mean sea level, coastal lowlands, and large inland water bodies such as Lake Victoria. An elevation map for East Africa (Fig. 1) was derived from a 90-m-resolution digital elevation model (DEM) downloaded from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (Reuter et al. 2007). Using geographical information system (GIS) functionality, 5°-spatial-resolution tiles were mosaiced over the entire region.

b. Methods

1) MJO AMPLITUDES AND RAINFALL INDICES

Real-time Multivariate MJO series 1 and 2 (RMM 1, RMM 2), as described by Wheeler and Hendon (2004), were utilized to define the various phases and magnitudes of the MJO. The circulation indices characterized convection over eight geographical locations numbered 1 to 8, and representing the Indian Ocean (2, 3), Africa and the Western Hemisphere (1, 8), the Maritime Continent (4, 5), and the Pacific region (6, 7), as described by Wheeler and Hendon (2004). The approximate locations, as described by Donald et al. (2004), were derived from combined empirical orthogonal functions of 850- and 200-hPa zonal winds plus outgoing longwave radiation developed into a pair of principal component time series. The daily magnitude values of RMM were averaged individually every month for each of the eight indices. To characterize the relationship between rainfall and MJO indices, significant correlation coefficients at a 95% confidence level were determined. Similarly, each of the standardized MJO and rainfall indices were correlated monthly and seasonally to obtain a general view of the MJO and rainfall relationships. Z-score (Clark-Carter 2014) standardization was employed for all the variables before comparisons were conducted.

2) ASSESSMENT OF SST RESPONSE TO MJO FORCING

In this section, the average RMM indices and their corresponding magnitudes were compared with SST on a seasonal scale to identify the impact of MJO circulation on the SST. Only MAM and OND seasons were considered for these assessments since they showed significant correlation on a temporal basis. Furthermore, agricultural production and water resource management depended on these main rainfall seasons. To identify suitable SST indices Pearson correlation patterns were used with MJO 1 and MJO 2, as they were...
most dominant in the two seasons. After the patterns were visually checked for significant correlation, SST indices were extracted and compared with corresponding annual rainfall indices. Although MJO 1 and 2 showed similar patterns regarding SST, MJO 2 had higher impact than MJO 1 and was therefore used to delineate areas of variance for SST extraction.

3) PREDICTION OF MAM AND OND SEASONAL RAINFALL

All the variables were standardized using the Z-score index (ZSI) before regression analysis. Only SSTs with temporal significant correlations at 95% confidence level with rainfall were subjected to stepwise regression analysis as predictors of rainfall. Each season of MAM and OND was considered separately.

4) MODEL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Leave-one-out cross validation was employed to assess the stepwise regression model outputs. The approach was chosen based on the limited data points for climate analysis (33 years). For the probabilistic test, the BSS derived from the BS (Roulston 2007) was used, while correlation coefficients (CCs) were used for the deterministic test. Since the ZSI (Griffiths et al. 1998) and the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) are performed in a similar manner (McKee et al. 1993), ZSI was used to determine the probability of the estimated and predicted seasonal rainfall index. The empirical probability of Farahmand and AghaKouchak (2015) was then utilized to derive a nonparametric standardized index [Eq. (1)], instead of using a parametric gamma equation. Moreover, a BS [Eq. (2)] and BS climatology (BSclim) [Eq. (3)] were applied to determine the BSS [Eq. (4)]. Equation (5) describes the Pearson correlation:

\[
p(x_i) = \frac{(i - 0.44)}{N + 0.12}
\]  

\[
BS = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (f_j - O_j)^2
\]  

\[
BS_{\text{clim}} = \bar{\sigma}(1 - \bar{\sigma})
\]  

\[
BSS = 1 - \frac{BS}{BS_{\text{clim}}}
\]  

\[
CC = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{(ob - \bar{\sigma})(fc - \bar{f})}{\sigma o \sigma f}
\]

where \(i\) denotes the rank of the nonzero precipitation data, beginning with the smallest, and \(\sigma\) is the corresponding observed empirical probability, \(ob\) is the observed rainfall index, and \(fc\) is the predicted rainfall index. Using this empirical approach, \(f_j\) is the predicted probability of the event occurring according to the \(j\)th forecast, and \(o_j\) is equal to 1 or 0, respectively, depending on whether the event subsequently occurred or not. BSclim is the climatological probability, and \(o\) (with a bar) is the sample climatology, while \(N\) is the period (33 years in this study). The Student’s \(t\) test was used to test the correlations.

3. Results

a. Comparison of MJO indices and rainfall

This section presents an analysis of the comparison between the eight RMM magnitudes and rainfall on a monthly and seasonal time scale. First, based on the monthly analysis of the averaged daily MJOs for the study period (1981–2013), significant correlations (–0.3) were observed with MJO 1 and MJO 2 in the months November and December of the OND season (Fig. 2a). MJO 1 was situated over Africa and MJO 2 over the western Indian Ocean, which meant their greatest influence on rainfall variability occurred over East Africa. MJO 6 and MJO 7 were located over the Pacific and showed significant correlation during the southeast monsoon from June to August, when East Africa experienced low rainfall in most parts of the region (apart from in western Kenya). Time series of MJO 1 and MJO 2 were further analyzed. The two MJOs were in phase during the months November and December and showed closer correspondence with rainfall in November (Fig. 2b) than in December (Fig. 2c). The month November depicted a peak in the OND rainfall season, suggesting high MJO 1 and MJO 2 magnitudes could correspond to increased rainfall. Correlation maps of MJO 1 and MJO 2 for the months November and December are shown in Fig. 3. Positive correlation patterns show low variance with MJO 1. With MJO 1 positioned over Africa and MJO 2 over the Indian Ocean, it is understandable that the sea surface had a greater influence on the latter. Since the wind patterns were easterly the influence was more to the central and western parts of East Africa. This concurred with high correlations observed over the eastern highlands. The strong winds may have hindered moisture deposit causing the highlands to act as a trap for this moisture. The strong winds related to low-level diffuence could be associated with the southeast monsoon inhibiting moisture influx farther inland (Wei and Bordoni 2016). Studies by Kinuthia and Asmani (1982) as well as Nicholson (2016) have shown that the interaction of Turkana jets with the Kenya highlands enhanced low-level diffuence.
At seasonal scale, only the dominant MJO phases (MJO2, MJO8) during monthly analysis were utilized. In Fig. 4a the MJO 2 shows a positive correlation with both MAM and OND rainfall seasons. This implies that the enhanced MJO over the Indian Ocean (western part) corresponds to increased main seasonal rainfall over the study region. MJO 8 located over the Western Hemisphere corresponds to suppressed rainfall during JJA (Fig. 4a). The time series for MAM (Fig. 4b) shows more correspondence with MJO 2 than with MJO 1. There are noticeable improvements in correspondence between MJO 1 and MJO 2 and rainfall in the OND season, which concurs with the monthly analysis. Spatial correlation patterns in Fig. 5 show that the dominant phase (MJO 2) corresponded positively with rainfall over the eastern highlands in MAM and OND (Figs. 5a,c, respectively). There is increased correlation during OND that affects mainly the whole of Tanzania (Fig. 5c). Conversely, during JJA (Fig. 5b) negative correlations with MJO 8 are observed, affecting the coastal areas and the eastern highlands. In their study, Pohl and Camberlin (2006b) observed that low-level westerly wind anomalies accompany wet events in the west and easterly wind anomalies those in the east and they associated these opposite impacts with different MJO phases.

b. SST response to MJO 2 forcing

In this section, the SST response to MJO forcing is investigated for the MAM and OND rainfall seasons using correlation patterns within a rectangular area (i.e., 15°S–10°N, 0°–180°E). Only MJO 1 and MJO 2 were utilized as they showed seasonally consistent agreement with rainfall. Figure 6 depicts the MJO 1 and MJO 2 significant correlations with corresponding MAM (Figs. 6a,b) and OND (Figs. 6c,d) SSTs. Similar in both MAM and OND is the cooling over the eastern Atlantic and maritime areas, while over the Pacific warming is observed. However, it is evident that OND has a larger response to MJOs, especially over the maritime areas. Furthermore, OND display positive correlations over the central Indian Ocean that is absent in MAM. This is in line with observations by Wilson et al. (2013) that linked enhanced MJO over eastern Indian Ocean to suppressed East Africa rainfall. To quantify the changes over the oceans, extracted time series (1981–2013) of SST anomalies in rectangular areas were compared to real indexed rainfall over East Africa. Since MJO 2 showed the greatest spatial response in both MAM and OND seasons, MJO 2 was utilized in delineating the areas for SST extraction. In the MAM season, only areas around the Maritime Continent (Fig. 6b) showed significant correlations at 95% confident level, while correlations for the Atlantic proved insignificant. For the OND season both Atlantic and maritime regions were significant with the largest influence (~0.62) occurring over the maritime (Fig. 6d). The extracted SST anomalies for both MAM and OND that had significant temporal correlations with rainfall were then subjected to
regression analysis as predictors of seasonal rainfall on an annual basis.

c. Seasonal forecasting

Stepwise regression analysis of the extracted SST indices was designated to predict rainfall index. In performing the regression analysis, leave-one-out cross validation was adopted because of the limited dataset (33 years) for climate prediction. The MAM predictions were not correlated with the estimations (i.e., derived by leave-one-out cross validation); this was attributed to the localized rainfall influence on high elevated areas over the eastern parts of East Africa. Figure 7 shows the time series of the estimated and the predicted rainfall indices. It is evident that there is close correspondence between the estimated and the predicted rainfall during
the extreme wet (1982, 1997, 2003, and 2006) and dry (1981, 1984, and 1996) years related to positive and negative IOD (Guo et al. 2015), respectively. Furthermore, observations also show close correspondence for each year prior to the extreme year. MJO modulates ENSO and IOD according to a recent study by Zaitchik (2017). Figure 8 shows the scatter and the residual plots (Figs. 8a,b, respectively). Positive values show closer correspondence than the negative values do (Fig. 8a). This is further supported by residual plots showing large residues toward the negative values (Fig. 8b). The link of MJO 2 to the extreme rainfall events was investigated further using averaged MJO 2 for the OND season. Leave-one-out cross validation was utilized to validate the stepwise regression model of these SSTs as predictors of corresponding seasonal rainfall. Figure 9 shows the plots of MJO 2 for the extreme years of positive and negative MJO 2. During positive MJOs (Fig. 9a), positive indices are clearly defined in the months of OND for the four years, while irregularly high peak (>1) prior positive index is observable between February and June. Similarly, sporadic patterns are observed during negative MJOs (Fig. 9b) except during OND, where negative MJOs appear in one of the months. Seasonal comparisons of those extreme years to corresponding rainfall during the OND season (Figs. 9c,d) indicate that positive and negative MJOs correspond to enhanced and suppressed OND rainfall, respectively. Composite maps of rainfall index during positive (Fig. 10a) and negative (Fig. 10b) MJO 2 support the notion of enhanced and suppressed rainfall, respectively. This leads to the conclusion that MJO circulation enhanced (suppressed) a positive (negative) IOD. Leave-one-out cross validation was utilized to validate the stepwise regression model of these SSTs as predictors of corresponding seasonal rainfall. MAM rainfall was predicted using SST indices related to MJO 2 with a BSS of 0.41, while OND rainfall was predicted with a BSS of 0.62 (Table 1). The low prediction skill in MAM was associated with localized rainfall effects, which resulted in the areal rainfall index insufficiently representing the MJO 2 impact.

Time series of predicted and estimated OND rainfall index indicated close agreement during positive IODs of 1982, 1994, 1997, and 2006 (Guo et al. 2015). Similarly, the dry years (1981, 1984, and 1996) corresponded to negative IODs. This study observed that positive MJOs mainly corresponded with positive IODs of the first type (occurring during the El Niño development phase) of the three types identified by Guo et al. (2015). The negative MJOs corresponded with negative IODs of the second type (following La Niña years) (Guo et al. 2015). Further comparisons of standardized OND MJO 2 amplitudes in relation to corresponding rainfall confirmed positive and negative IODs to be in phase, respectively, with positive and negative rainfall index. The relation of MJO 2 in extreme wet years to IODs was further investigated using OND rainfall composite maps during positive and negative MJO years. Generally, wet and dry conditions over East Africa corresponded, respectively, with positive and negative MJOs years.
FIG. 5. Seasonal correlation coefficients between RMM (a), (c) phase 2 and (b) phase 8 indices derived averaged amplitudes (1981–2013) and corresponding rainfall. Significant correlations at the 95% confidence level are ±0.3.
results of these analyses confirmed the impact of MJO 2 on the development and occurrence of IODs.

4. Discussion and conclusions

This study aimed to establish the impact of MJO amplitude on rainfall variability, thereby improving its seasonal prediction over East Africa, based on a period of 33 years (1981–2013). This was achieved in two steps. First, the relationship between the RMM amplitudes (Wheeler and Hendon 2004) and rainfall was determined at monthly and seasonal scale to establish the most influential MJO phase. Second, the identified MJO phase was utilized to ascertain areas of highest SST variance related to its forcing at seasonal scale. Time series of the extracted SST anomalies were compared to an areal standardized rainfall index over East Africa from which significant SSTs were used as rainfall predictors.

The results of monthly analysis showed poor correspondence of rainfall and MJO magnitude for all phases except for MJO 1 and MJO 2 during November and December. As an MJO could last 30–60 days (Matthews 2004), high magnitude in a single month might not reflect a full active phase. Enhanced MJO 1 and MJO 2 during the two wet months November and December suggested increased moisture influx from the Indian Ocean. Further observation indicated that MJO 2 had a greater influence on rainfall variability than MJO 1. With MJO 2 located over the western Indian Ocean and wind flows easterly, it is suggested that MJO 2 enhanced the moisture influx inland. This was further supported by
the correlation maps where MJO 2 showed larger spatial correspondence with rainfall than MJO 1.

This relationship was clearer at seasonal scale as enhanced MJO 1 and MJO 2 significantly corresponded to increased MAM and OND rainfall. A distinct difference in regional dependency of the MJO 1 and 2 influence on rainfall distribution over East Africa was observed. For both seasons, the impact affected highland areas, but during OND large coastal areas showed insignificant correspondence. This is consistent with the observation by Pohl and Camberlin (2006b) that the eastern part of East Africa benefited from moisture influx from the Indian Ocean during the MAM season. MJO 6 and MJO 7 over the Pacific, and MJO 8 of the Western Hemisphere, corresponded to suppressed rainfall during the JJA season affecting mainly coastal areas and eastern highlands bordering the Indian Ocean. In their operational study, Omeny et al. (2008) observed that MJO 2 over the Indian Ocean corresponded to enhanced rainfall over East Africa, while MJO 6 and MJO 7 over the Pacific corresponded to suppressed rainfall. It can be understood that stable conditions prevailed over East Africa during JJA, except in western Kenya that experienced wet conditions. Since MAM and OND formed the two main rainfall seasons over East Africa affecting livelihood and economy, further analysis of the JJA season was left for future research.

MJO 1 and MJO 2 were utilized to identify SST indices responsive to MJO forcing within a rectangular area formed by 15°S–15°N, 0°–180°E. Pearson correlation patterns were analyzed between MAM and OND SSTs and MJO 1 and MJO 2 for a 33-yr period (1981–2013). Enhanced MJO 1 and MJO 2 corresponded to cooling over the eastern Atlantic and maritime areas, and to warming over the Pacific for both seasons. Further observation indicated warming over the western

Indian Ocean related to MJO 2 during the OND season, which was absent during MAM, suggesting a connection to the IOD. The enhanced MJO convection over the eastern Indian Ocean and Maritime Continent was linked to a negative IOD by Wilson et al. (2013) and associated with the suppression of East Africa’s rainfall. Similar to analysis with rainfall, MJO 2 depicted more influence on SST in both seasons and was therefore used to delineate areas of highest SST variance.

Time series of standardized SSTs were extracted from these areas and compared to corresponding rainfall over East Africa. Only areas over the maritime significantly corresponded to MAM rainfall, while both the Atlantic and maritime region were significant for OND rainfall.
It is worth noting that MAM and OND differed slightly in delineated SST areas, which may be attributed to changes in MJO strength as it progressed eastward with time. Stepwise regression analysis was run using maritime SSTs for MAM, while SSTs of the eastern Atlantic and maritime areas were applied in the OND season as rainfall index predictors. In performing the stepwise regression analysis, the 33-yr study period was

![Monthly plots of standardized MJO 2 index during (a) positive and (b) negative IOD years. Seasonal plots of (c) positive and (d) negative standardized OND MJO2 and corresponding rainfall.](image)

subjected to leave-one-out cross validation, because of the limited dataset for climate prediction (1981–2013). Using maritime SST indices related to MJO 2, MAM rainfall was predicted with a Brier skill score (BSS) of 0.41. The low prediction skill for MAM was associated with localized rainfall effects resulting in poor representation of the East African areal rainfall index. Time series of estimated and predicted OND rainfall indices indicated close agreement during positive and negative IODs (Guo et al. 2015) related to first type (the development stage, during El Niño years) and second type (following La Niña years) IODs, respectively (Guo et al. 2015). Further, positive and negative IODs were observed to be in phase with positive and negative rainfall indices, respectively. The impact of MJO 2 in extreme wet years was further investigated using OND rainfall composite maps from positive and negative MJO years. Wet and dry conditions over East Africa corresponded to positive and negative MJO years, respectively, confirming the impact of MJO 2 on the development of IODs.

Whereas the influence of MJO on rainfall during MAM was fairly minor, it was concluded that MJO had a major impact on the rainfall dynamics during the OND rainy season. Positive MJO 2 enhanced positive IODs, while negative MJO 2 suppressed negative IODs. Although the signals were observable prior to the OND season as the MJO magnitude reached 1 or more (between February and June), a peak in March and May corresponded to strong IOD events. Consequently, inclusion of the MJO 2 magnitude could help improve seasonal forecasting for the OND rainy season in East Africa.
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